According to optimized shift strategy, the electric vehicle equipped with automatic mechanical transmission (AMT) can make the driving motor running in high efficient working area, which can improve dynamic and economic performance for the vehicle in different driving conditions. Drivers, vehicles and roads are indivisible unity. How to identify driving intentions and road environment is the basis for intelligent automatic shifting system to achieve adaptive gear decision and shift control strategy. This paper proposed an algorithm using recursive least squares method to identify vehicle quality and road slope, and calculated a five-parameter shift strategy based on vehicle speed, throttle opening, mass, slope and acceleration which can make the vehicle have ideal economic performance while taking the power demand into consideration.
Introduction
The global demand for electric vehicles is urgent particularly with the electric vehicles becoming an effective way to solve the problems of air pollution, oil shortage and low efficiency. Motors in eclectic vehicles have a wide working range, which output constant torque in low speed and constant power in high speed [1] . In order to satisfy the demands of vehicles especially the electric buses in high speed, climbing or acceleration conditions etc. Electric buses equipped with single stage transmission can't give full play of the motors' ability. The use of AMT can improve the dynamic or economic performance of the vehicle by selecting optimal gear according to appropriate shift strategy [2] . The moving vehicle is a closed loop system which is made up of driver, vehicle and environment [3] . Road slope changes constantly in the real driving condition, and the weight of vehicle is also changing constantly due to the increase or decrease of the cargo or occupants. Causing the change of the optimal shift point of the vehicle [4] . Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the shifting strategy for vehicles equipped with AMT according to road slope and the quantity of whole vehicle to improve the adaptability of the shift strategy. This subject takes electric bus equipped with 4-speed AMT as research object, and the configuration of the vehicle's power system is shown in Fig.1 . This paper proposed an recursive least squares algorithm to identify vehicle quality and road slope, and designed a five-parameter shift schedule based on vehicle velocity, acceleration, throttle opening, vehicle mass and road slope which 
Vehicle Mass/Road Slope Estimate
The recursive least square method is a method for solving contradictory equations, which is the most widely used parameter estimation method in system identification field and one of the most commonly used methods to obtain the optimal function matching of system data. For two order system [5] :
Expressing it with matrix, and transforming the system model into MA difference model:
The value of unknown parameter   t   can minimize the sum of squares of residuals by the least square method, which means:
N is the total number of measurements. The least value of J is the least squares estimate of the parameter to be estimated. According to
, so the value of   can be obtained:
This is the general form of the least squares method. Thus the recursive least squares method is updated as follows:
According to the state of vehicle driving, the vehicle quality and road slope can be identified when the required parameters are input.
The longitudinal dynamic model of vehicle is:
Making differential equation for acceleration:
There are two parameters which are unknown: vehicle mass and road slope. And it would lead to mutual interference if these two parameters are estimated on the same time. Because the change of slope is little, and which is not related to the vehicle acceleration directly, so the change of slope is random [6] :
Thus the impact of road grade on vehicle quality estimation can be ignored. 
Thus:
After the estimated of vehicle mass, the road slope can be obtained using the same method: In order to verify the validity and accuracy of vehicle quality and road gradient identification based on RLS algorithm, established the vehicle dynamic model in MATLAB, the vehicle quality and road slope identification results are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . From the result, the maximum identification error is 3.2%, the vehicle quality and road slope can be identified effectively and stably, which can meet the identification requirements.
Five-parameter shift schedule
For pure electric vehicles, motor efficiency is the key factor affecting the economic performance of power assembly, so motor efficiency is taken as the evaluation index for economic performance. For a certain gear, the working state of the motor can be calculated according to the vehicle speed and throttle opening, and the efficiency of the motor can be obtained by motor map.
Comparing efficiency-speed curve of different gear under certain throttle opening, point between the neighbor gears, the shifting velocity is the maximum velocity of the lower gear. And the basic economic shift strategy can be obtained using the method as [1] .
According to the vehicle driving equation [7] , the slope resistance can be obtained:
The power factor of the vehicle: 
Figure 5 Gear Strategy to satisfy dynamic demands
Paper ID: ICEEE2018-104 Figure 5 shows the strategy to satisfy dynamic demands, if the maximum climbing ability is not greater than the real slope, which shows the dynamic performance can't satisfy current demand, and in order to enhance the dynamic performance of the vehicle, the target gear drop to the adjacent low gear. And the fiveparameter shift schedule based on vehicle speed, throttle opening, mass, slope and acceleration is obtained by traversing the mass and acceleration of the vehicle.
Analysis of the simulation results
The difference value of the real slope and the maximum climbing gradient under certain vehicle speed, throttle opening, mass, slope and acceleration can be obtained by traversing the mass and acceleration of the vehicle are used to represent the ability to satisfy the dynamic performance requirements. Simulating the performance of these two shift strategy in MATLAB, the Chinese typical city driving cycle is used and add 5% slope on the time 150s in the simulation. Calculating the maximum gradient under the target gear and making a difference with the current road gradient identified by RLS, thus the reserve climbing ability of the vehicle is obtained. If the reserve climbing ability is greater than zero, which indicates the maximum gradient of the vehicle is greater than current gradient and the gear can meet the dynamic demand. Otherwise the dynamic demand can't be satisfied. Fig.6 shows the difference value of two-parameter economic schedule, Fig.7 shows the difference value of five-parameter economic schedule. Red wireframe is where the maximum climbing gradient is less than the real gradient, the target gear of two-parameter economic schedule can't satisfy the dynamic performance requirements in the wireframe, while on the fiveparameter shift schedule, all the target gear can satisfy the dynamic requirements. Which shows the fiveparameter fusion shifting strategy effectively integrates the vehicle quality and road gradient using RLS algorithm recognized, and as a consequence, it has a better dynamic performance than two-parameter shift schedule.
The capacity of the battery is 44kWh, running the twoparameter economic schedule and five-parameter shift schedule. The initial SOC is 85%. Non-load of the vehicles is 12t, and full-load quality of the vehicle is 18t. The slope is zero and changing the mass of whole vehicle in driving condition as Figure 2 shows, and the rest SOC after a cycle is shown in Table 1 . It can be shown from Table 1 that it costs 5.59 kWh using 12t as vehicle quantity, and 5.90 kWh using 18t as vehicle quantity, and it costs 5.06 kWh when using the estimated quality, the energy consumption is higher without taking the quality change into consideration, so it is necessary for shift schedule to update with vehicle mass. And in order to satisfy the dynamic demand, the five-parameter shift schedule consumes a little more than two-parameter economic schedule, which is lower than without quality update shift schedule.
Using half load quantity of the vehicle, and changing the road slope as Figure 3 shows, the results after a cycle are as Table 2 show. When the vehicle mass and road slope are all varying as Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows, the rest SOC after a cycle is shown in Table 3 : It can be shown from table 3 that with vehicle mass and rode slope update, due to taking the power demand into consideration, the five-parameter shift schedule cost 29.92 kWh, which is similar to the two-parameter economic schedule, and without update vehicle mass and rode slope, the energy using is high. Which conforms that it is necessary to taking vehicle mass and rode slope into consideration.
Conclusions
For the electric vehicle equipped with AMT, A nonlinear state observer based on by using the least square method is used to identify the parameters of vehicle quality and road gradient. The simulation results show that the proposed identification method is feasible and accurate. A five-parameter shift schedule based on vehicle speed, throttle opening, mass, slope and acceleration has been proposed taking the dynamic demands of vehicle into consideration. The simulate results show the five-parameter shift schedule can satisfy the dynamic requirements when the vehicle mass or road slope changes, and it can save more energy than ignoring the changes, which is similar to the calculated economic shift schedule. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate vehicle mass and road slope and using the updated value into shift schedule, and the calculated five-parameter shift strategy can make the vehicle have ideal economic performance in premise of guaranteeing the power demand of vehicle.
